
Security Skills and Sense of Security

HS130
Training Language:
EN / AR

Training Methodology:

Presentation & Slides-
Audio Visual Aids-
Interactive Discussion-
Participatory Exercise-
Action Learning-
Class Activities-
Case Studies-
Workshops-
Simulation-

Course Overview:
The possibility of the occurrence of dangers and the exposure of the facility and
factories to many security risks has become possible, especially since modern technical
progress and speed in obtaining information and employing many capabilities and
necessary requirements have also become available, especially for the implementation
of sabotage operations against all required vital objectives.
Course Objective:
By the end of this course, participants will be able to:

Develop security sense skills among workers in industrial and facility security.-
Providing the participants with the personal capabilities required by the security
man to reach a state of comprehensive security awareness.

-

Providing participants with security prediction methods, heuristics and high-speed
analytical capabilities.

-

Training participants to develop their mental analysis capabilities in the field of risk
sensing.

-

Deepening the participants' view of the importance of information and methods of
collecting it.

-

Detailed definition of the work of the information collection plan and how to invest
all sources

-

Course Outline:

The concept of security and a sense of security prediction and forecasting.-
Sense of security talent or science.-
Comprehensive development of security awareness among security men-
Sense of security development techniques.-
Develop a sense of security tools.-
Security and its impact on the sense of security planning.-
The role of the sense of security in security inspections and oversight.-
Body language strategies-
Your movements: an effective body in relationship with others.-
Read and interpret the body and blades Aaazath within the different conditions-
How to take advantage of body language and employed by the security man in his
security.

-

Analysis and discussion of the importance of information security to a man.-
Who Should Attend:
All Security Level
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